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ADI method for computing the "best 
least-squares solution" of an incompat- 
ible system (A × I + I × B)x =g,  A 
modified 
(Lovass-Nagy, Powers, and Ullman), 
179 
Bandmatrizen, Ein Kriterium ffir den 
Nachweis der Totalnichtnegativit/it yon 
(Metelmann), 163 
"Best least-squares solution" of an in- 
compatible system (d X I + I × B)x = 
g, a modified ADI method for computing 
the 
(Lovass-Nagy, Powers, and Ullman), 
179 
Biquadratic forms, A note on 
(Calder6n), 175 
Block diagonalization of two real sym- 
metric matrices, s;multaneous 
(Uhlig), 281 
Cyclic and diagonal products on a matrix 
(Engel and Schneider), 301 
Derivatives of a square matrix, a further 
remark on the logarithmic 
(Pao), 275 
Eigenvectors of certain matrices 
(Andrew), 151 
Faces of a finite dimensional cone, the 
lattice of 
(Barker), 71 
Generalized matrix functions based on 
arbitrary characters, inequalities for 
(Freese), 337 
Generalized matrix functions, regular 
equimodular sets of matrices for 
(Engel), 243 
G-functions. II, Minimal 
(Carlson and Varga), 9,33 
Boundary value problems of ordinary Hermitian congruence for matrices with 
differential equations, a generalized semidefinite r al part and for H-stable 
spline method for singular matrices 
(Natterer), 189 (Cain), 43 
B-splines for Cardinal Hermite interpola- 
tion: Cardinal interpolation and spline lnvertibility of a nearly singular matrix 
functions V. (Langenhop), 361 
(Schoenberg and Sharma), 1 
Linear equations in infinite matrices 
Cardinalinterpolation and spline functions (Shivakumar and Wong), 53 
V. The B-splines for Cardinal Hermite Linear equations over cones with interior: 
interpolation 
(Schoenberg and Sharma), 1 
Complex programming, A theorem of 
Fritz John in 
(Kaul and Rani), 217 
Cones with interior, linear equations over :
a solvability theorem with applications 
to matrix theory 
(Berman and Ben-Israel), 139 
a solvability theorem with applications 
to matrix theory 
(Berman and Ben-Israel), 139 
LU-factorization of totally positive mat- 
rices 
(Cryer), 83 
Minimal polynomials, a note on 
(Heymann and Thorpe), 279 
369 
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Nichtnegativen, irreduziblen Matrix, Ein- Simplex algorithm, a numerically stable 
schlieBung des positiven Eigenvektors 
einer 
(Werner), 351 
Nonnegative definite matrix, some in- 
equalities for the rational power of a 
(Au-Yeung), 347 
form of the 
(Gill and Murray), 99 
Spline method for singular boundary 
value problems of ordinary differential 
equations, a generalized 
(Natterer), 189 
Norm in finite-dimensional normed linear Tensor products of matrices, some 
spaces, a representation f the properties of 
(Arms and Shisha), 173 (Kuo), 63 
Norms and inequalities for condition Totally positive matrices, the L U-fac- 
numbers, III torization of 
(Marshall and Olkin), 291 (Cryer), 83 
Totalnichtnegativit~it vonBandmatrizen, 
Retractions by reflexion, piecewise linear Ein Kriterium far den Nachweis der 
(Eaves), 93 (Metelmann), 163 
